Parking in Amsterdam for
8 euro per 24 hours inclusive
of free public transport!
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Amsterdam: accessible and livable
The City of Amsterdam wants to encourage the use of the P+R facilities to
maintain access to the city and improve the quality of life. By making use of
P+R you too are making a contribution to a healthy atmosphere. The best
solution is to visit the city by public transport instead of by car. But if you do
come by car, please park at a P+R. For more information look at
www.amsterdam.nl/penr.
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P+R, wallet-friendly and easy
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Rules for P+R
On arrival

Stop
by the
P+R de
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1. Collect a car park ticket as you go in. Please don’t use a credit card
at the entrance, it does not provide a P+R deduction.
2. Hand over your parking ticket to the P+R car park attendant and ask
for a P+R chip card(s). The car park attendant will code your parking ticket and give
you a free P+R chip card to use on public transport.
3. Proceed to the OV hall and check in. For instructions on how to use the P+R chip
card see overleaf.
4. Don’t forget to check out when exiting the vehicle.
When visiting the city, be sure not to lose your P+R chip card! If you do not use your
chip card, or use it incorrectly, you will no longer be entitled to a discount and will
have to pay the normal parking fee. Please note: The P+R chip card is only valid for
travelling to and from the P+R location and not for general use in the city centre.
Staying late in the city? Please note: The P+R tickets are not valid on the city’s night
busses. On exiting, check what time the last bus, metro, tram or train departs.

On leaving

1. Use your P+R chip card or NS card for the return journey. Hold your P+R chip
card in front of the card reader when entering and exiting the vehicle.
2. Return your parking ticket and the used P+R chip cards to the P+R desk. The
attendant will mark your car park ticket for the P+R tariff. You can only pay the attendant
with a pin or credit card. Cash payments can be made in a point-of-payment terminal.*
3. Use the car park ticket when you drive out. The P+R tariff is good for a maximum
of four consecutive days (96 hours). After 96 hours you will have to pay the normal
parking tariff. Please note: Different times apply if you are using a P+R chip card for
the train (NS). Your train ticket is valid for one day (from 04:00 to 03:59).
*The pay machines at P+R Bos en Lommer are equipped with a special discount button for payment
outside opening times.

How does the P+R chip card work?
To check in, hold your P+R chip card against the OV chip card reader (look for the
pink chip card logo
). A green light will go on to indicate that you are checked in.
■ metro: Check in using one of the OV-chip card readers or an OV-chip card turnstile
before proceeding to the platform.
■ bus/tram: Check in on entering the bus or tram. The card readers are located next
to the driver and the doors.
■ train: All Dutch domestic train tickets (NS) automatically carry a day stamp.
You do not have to validate your ticket on the outward journey.

General information
The Amsterdam P+R locations are easy to find, just follow the P+R signs on the A1,
A2 and the A10 ring road.

Exceptions
The ArenA, Olympic Stadium and World Fashion Centre P+R locations will be closed
during large events. Parking stewards will direct you to alternative P+R locations. All
P+R locations are open seven days a week, 24 hours a day* and are supervised by a
car park attendant.
* Please note: Access to P+R Bos en Lommer is from 7:00 to 22:00 only. The exit is open 24 hours
a day.
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 +R is cheap. Parking in a P+R car park costs € 8.00 per 24 hours, and includes
P
free public transport tickets into the city centre for a maximum of five people
(or free bike rental for two people, not available at all P+R locations).
P+R is easy. The P+R locations are easy to access from the A1, A2 and the
A10 ring road.
P+R is quick. Avoid driving round in circles looking for a parking spot in the city
centre: park next to the A10 ring road and travel into town for free on public
transport.
P+R is environmentally-friendly. By not taking your car into the centre of
Amsterdam, you will be helping to improve the city’s air quality.
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